Formal Request for Spiritual Adoption by the Principal Medicine Chief of the
New Haven Native American Church.
Whereas: the New Haven Native American Church is the "Spiritual Family" of the President of the Church,
through the ancient principle of "Making Relations", which the Church also calls "Spiritual Adoption", and it is
through this religious practice that I request Spiritual Adoption by the President of the Church, and;

Therefore: By this request I state that (1) Natural Healing is a part of my Spiritual Orientation; (2) I will
live by the practice of “Do Only Good”; (3) I will faithfully study the spiritual and traditional healing
materials put out by the New Haven Native American Church, or their assigned, and such education will be
under the direction of the President of the Church, by and through means he/she sees fit, and which is
upheld by the Constitution and the Church's Code of Ethics; (4) in accordance with the Constitution of the
Church, I covenant to make donations from out of my surplus, so that my gift may assist in supporting the
programs of the Church, in whatever amount my stewardship allows and Spirit directs to me as appropriate
to my situation in life. My offerings are free-will donations given in the spirit of the Sacred Giveaway
which is bona fide Ceremony and Traditional Practice of the New Haven Native American Church; (5) I
will strive to establish a Chapter in my area, if no Chapter already exists here, and/or I will dedicate time,
talent and resources, as dictated by the Creator to me, to developing and forwarding the work of my local
Chapter.
Date: _______________________ Signed:_______________________________________________________________

I understand that the New Haven Native American Church allows individuals to exercise the
freedom the Creator has given them to follow the dictates of religion according to how they
feel directed by the Spirit. I also understand that this is not "Tribal Adoption" for purposes of
commerce or taxation. It is the first step in the Ceremony of "Making Relations" which the Church
calls "Spiritual Adoption" and it is the only manner in which a person may become a Member of
the Church.
Information (Please print carefully and legibly): Gender: Male_________ Female_________
Printed Name: _____________________________________________________ Date of Birth: ____________________
Mailing Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________ State: _____________________ Zip: ______________
Phone: (__________)__________-__________________ Other Phone: (__________) __________-_________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Due to the large demand for Spiritual Adoption, all adoption forms that include the expenses of the adoption
process will be automatically moved to the front of the adoption list. Thank you for assisting in the vision.
Please send this Request for Spiritual Adoption to:

New Haven N.A.C.
P.O. Box 2045
Ava, MO 65608
U.S.A.

Feel free to include any personal correspondence to
allow us to understand you and better assist you in the
Sacred Healing Way.

